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Abstract— With the growing adoption of cloud computing, 

ensuring data security in cloud environments has become a critical 

concern for business organizations. Quantum cryptography 

utilizes the principles of quantum mechanics to guarantee secure 

communication, as any attempt to eavesdrop will change the 

quantum states, alerting the parties of the intrusion. This paper 

proposes a multi-qubit Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) 

ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) for cloud 

security. The proposed multi-qubit QKD model for secure cloud 

data using quantum cryptography involves the use of a quantum 

key distribution protocol to generate a secure key for encryption 

and decryption. This protocol involves sending quantum signals 

through a quantum channel to distribute a secret key between the 

sender and the receiver. The key is then used for the encryption 

and decryption of data using the CP-ABE technique. This 

technique allows the encryption and decryption of data based on 

attributes rather than an explicit key exchange, making it 

particularly suitable for cloud environments where data is stored 

and processed by multiple users with varying levels of access. The 

positive results from the proposed simulation model suggest the 

potential of quantum cryptography in securing cloud data.  

 

Index Terms— quantum cryptography, multi-qubit quantum key 

distribution, cloud security, consumer security.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HERE are several security challenges in cloud 

computing, including information confidentiality, 

privacy, consistency, reliability, and validation. In 

recent days, computing with quantum devices and quantum key 

distribution (QKD) standards has become increasingly 

important to secure cloud data along with classical attribute-

based encryption (ABE). In parallel, standard ciphertext-policy 

attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) encrypts data attributes, 

decryption policy, user privacy, and attribute hierarchies to 

address cloud security issues including data leaking. The CP-

ABE addresses cloud security concerns such as scalability, key 

management, performance, complexity, security, and 

flexibility, which are crucial for any business model, but it has 

significant drawbacks and research gaps [3]. Although QKD 
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standards offer potential answers for cloud security difficulties, 

they have limitations and issues such as implementation 

complexity, infrastructure needs, distance limitations, and 

speed. We propose a methodology that incorporates CP-ABE 

and innovative QKD standards to improve cloud consumers' 

security and overcome these limits and concerns. The research 

presents a multi-qubit QKD simulation model for safe key 

generation and performs security and comparison analysis. 

Cloud model surveys have been done to address major 

organizations’ resource needs. Cost-effective infrastructure, 

easy implementation, and speedier cloud services are needed 

[4]. Key management, essential for data privacy, is another 

cloud security concern. Lost or compromised keys make 

traditional encryption vulnerable. Quantum cryptography uses 

quantum states for key distribution, ensuring key security even 

if an attacker intercepts the transmission. Because measuring a 

quantum state affects its value, an attacker cannot replicate the 

key without detection. The multi-qubit QKD model tackles 

QKD standard constraints and includes CP-ABE for a more 

secure cloud security solution. The simulation results show that 

the proposed model beats QKD standards in key generation 

rate, transmission distance, and security. Recently, QKD and 

quantum computing have secured cloud data. The QKD 

standard uses indestructible encipherment and imperceptible 

key distribution to secure key distribution. Cloud computing 

prioritizes information security after unauthorized access. 

Quantum Computing uses quantum-based cryptography to 

secure data. In cloud-based enciphered space, QKD can detect 

numerous susceptible acts and secure data transmission.  Thus, 

this study proposes a secure multi-qubit QKD simulation model 

for cloud security. For secure photon transmission, quantum 

cryptography uses quantum mechanics protocols. Two keys in 

QKD encryption are distributed securely in the QKD standard. 

This requires producing a quantum channel private key with the 

session-wise encryption key. Traditional methods cannot 

decrypt the session-wise keys, which are thought to be reliable. 

Two parties share short keys for message authentication in 
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symmetric key. Asymmetric key type validation speeds up and 

secures data transmission. This model adds the innovative CP-

ABE to the QKD standard to secure cloud consumers. Data 

attributes, decryption policy, user privacy, and attribute 

hierarchies are encrypted in the CP-ABE to prevent cloud data 

leakage. To improve cloud security, the multi-qubit QKD 

simulation model generates secure keys and the CP-ABE 

encrypts data properties. Quantum cryptography approaches 

have various limitations and research gaps that must be 

addressed to make them more practical and effective for cloud 

security. Infrastructure, distance, and speed are important 

considerations. Though challenging, the simulation model's 

encouraging results show quantum cryptography's potential to 

secure cloud data and the need for further research and 

improvement. The model presented in this research improves 

cloud computing security in various ways. For better security, 

it proposes a safe key exchange system using a single key for 

CP-ABE encryption. The suggested security definitions give 

users clear implementation instructions. Second, the research 

proposes a multi-qubit QKD simulation model for safe key 

creation, encryption, and decryption using qubits with various 

states. The model's effectiveness and performance are assessed 

by security and comparative analyses. Thirdly, the result 

analysis demonstrates that the proposed standard increases 

cloud security, performance, and computation time and space. 

QKD and quantum computing with CP-ABE standards offer 

various advantages over regular encryption. Indestructible 

encipherment and secure key distribution make it more secure 

than existing approaches. The concept also simplifies and 

speeds up cloud services. The multi-qubit QKD simulation 

model increases cloud model security by using qubits with 

distinct states. The security analysis and comparative analysis 

thoroughly evaluate the proposed standard to detect and fix 

security vulnerabilities. Security and comparison research show 

that the suggested model improves cloud security and 

performance. The suggested approach also solves QKD and 

CP-ABE's implementation difficulty, scalability, key 

management, distance limits, and speed to make QKD a more 

realistic and effective cloud security solution. This study 

emphasizes the necessity for advanced and effective cloud data 

security measures as cloud computing becomes more popular 

for sensitive data storage and processing. Our article continues 

as follows. Section II discusses computing model security 

issues and remedies. Section III describes the workflow and 

standard. Section IV gives results and comparisons. Section V 

concludes with the model's efficacy and further work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The ABE selects access to enciphered data based on user 

attributes and attempts [5]. Key Policy ABE (KPABE), 

Ciphered text Policy ABE (CP-ABE), Double(dual) Policy 

ABE (DPABE), Role Based ABE (RPABE), and Multi-

Authority ABE (MA-ABE) are used for data privacy and 

security [6-9]. To assess the efficiency and security of these 

ABE approaches, Attrapadung et al. found that DP-ABE is 

better than KP-ABE and CP-ABE [10]. Compared to CP-ABE 

and RP-ABE, Lin et al. found MA-ABE more efficient in 

communication and computation [11]. This field is continually 

changing, and new studies may affect our knowledge of each 

ABE technique's pros and limitations. In [12], a multi-group 

communication standard over the public cloud failed to 

authenticate valid users. The paper [13] developed an amalgam 

standard by fusing steganography with a quantum 

cryptographical technique [14] and a QKDP model to manage 

cloud users' data security with low complexity in time. The 

authors [15] combined AES with quantum computing models 

to create a new method. An efficient three-party quantum key 

distribution approach was developed in [16]. A lightweight 

healthcare security protocol was presented [17]. According to 

[18], the QKDP model outperforms other models and increases 

key production through spatiotemporal mode photons. The 

inventors of [19] devised a QKD standard, however dense-

coding attacks allowed eavesdroppers to get session-wise keys 

without authentication. A quantum computational standard 

employing pulsed homo-dyne detection was shown to 

overcome Trojan-horse and Intercepts-resends attacks in [20]. 

A modified QKD approach for safe key distribution was 

proposed in [21], although key reservation was a concern. In 

[22], a system-independent QKD standard based on entity 

differences and resistance to loophole attacks was introduced. 

The authors in [23] used QKD to manage several wireless 

sensor networks. Franson Interferometers were used to create a 

QKD standard in [24], but they lacked security. To secure cloud 

data, a dynamic, non-linear, and randomized quantum hash 

scheme was created [25]. A dynamic, non-linear, and 

randomized equation creates a chaotic key for encryption and 

decryption in this system. One drawback is slower key 

generation. In [26], a new Quantum Hash-focused Cypher 

Policy-Attribute-based Encryption (QH-CPABE) architecture 

was designed to protect cloud users' sensitive data, including 

structured and unstructured huge cloud clinical data. 

Simulations and experiments show that this proposal improves 

bit hash change accuracy and chaotic dynamic key production, 

encryption, and decryption times compared to conventional 

methods from previous studies, with slightly higher 

computational overhead [27]. A new cloud data security 

solution using quantum chaotic hash-based attribute-based 

encryption is proposed in [28]. The suggested approach 

generates data encryption and decryption keys using a chaotic 

hash function. The QCH-ABE algorithm restricts data access to 

authorized individuals with the right qualities. The paper details 

the proposed approach and analyses the QCH-ABE algorithm's 

efficiency. Results show that the suggested solution secures and 

efficiently stores and accesses cloud data with increased 

computational complexity. Use of qubits in security offers 

exciting potential for producing quantum keys and securely 

storing encrypted data on cloud servers [29]. However, 

implementing qubits in a real-world cloud context presents 

various challenges. Incoherence is a major concern. Being 

sensitive to their surroundings makes qubits susceptible to 

decoherence and information loss. Qubit coherence is difficult 

to maintain in a cloud environment when temperature changes 
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and electromagnetic interference are present. The longer qubits 

are coherent; the safer quantum communication is. Quantum 

system error rates are another issue. Noise, imprecise gate 

operations, and imperfect measurement devices can cause 

quantum errors. These errors can jeopardize quantum key 

security and cause encryption and decryption errors. Cloud 

security uses multi-qubit QKD simulation model and SHA-256 

hashing to improve data integrity. Hashing with SHA-256 

creates a digital fingerprint. Hashing data before storage or 

transmission and validating it after retrieval protects data 

integrity and detects unauthorized changes. Cloud data integrity 

and data manipulation are protected by SHA-256. Examples of 

SHA-256 hashing in the strategy would demonstrate its 

operational contribution to cloud data security [30]. We must 

reduce these error rates to establish dependable and secure 

quantum communication in the cloud. Scaling quantum systems 

to handle enormous data and complicated computations is 

difficult. The number of qubits that can be successfully 

controlled and manipulated is still small in quantum 

technology. As cloud data grows quickly, adapting quantum 

systems to satisfy these demands presents substantial 

technological and practical problems. Current research focuses 

on error correction, qubit coherence times, and quantum 

hardware approaches to overcome these challenges. For cloud-

based quantum communication security and reliability, strong 

protocols and algorithms that can withstand faults and provide 

error correction are essential. All QKD models with author 

contributions and related information are in Table I. 
TABLE I: QKD PROTOCOLS AND RELATED WORK 
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III. PROPOSED STANDARD 

The proposed multi-qubit QKD standard secures key sharing 

through efficient encryption and decryption to improve cloud data 

security. The model uses CP-ABE for encryption, creating secret 

keys, encrypting and decrypting data, and securely sharing keys. 

Figure 1 shows how registered users are authenticated and their 

records are kept by administrators for restricted access. The 

approach uses qubits to produce quantum keys and cloud servers 

to store encrypted content. Through the QKD standard, which 

integrates quantum no-cloning and chaos, authorized users and 

cloud data owners securely share the key via the quantum channel. 

An attacker cannot intercept keys without being caught since the 

no-cloning principle asserts that it is impossible to replicate an 

unknown quantum state without disrupting it. The chaotic nature 

principle generates keys randomly, making it harder for attackers 

to intercept them. After generation, quantum keys are used to 
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encrypt data via CP-ABE. Data can be encrypted with CP-ABE 

regulations that control access. The data owner can use an attribute-

based policy to manage access, and the cloud supplier can grant 

access. The encrypted content is saved on cloud servers, and the 

quantum keys are securely transferred among authorized users and 

cloud data owners using the QKD standard. QKD uses quantum 

no-cloning and chaos to secure key exchange. The secure quantum 

key distribution simulation model secures key sharing in the 

proposed paradigm. When consumers request signatures, hash 

functions generate them and supply data if they match. This assures 

that only authorized people may access the data, and any effort to 

modify it will invalidate the signature.  

 
FIG. 1. THE PROPOSED MULTI-QUBIT QKD CPABE CLOUD FRAMEWORK. 

 

A. The proposed Multi-Qubit QKD algorithm: Our model 

consists of 5 steps: Quantum channel communication, Classical 

channel communication, Key production from qubits 

superpositions, Fault tolerance investigation, and Dynamic key 

production which are clearly explained in Table II. 

The suggested cloud-based Multi-Qubit QKD approach is 

shown in Figure 1. The figure shows quantum channel 

communication, classical channel communication, qubit 

superposition key creation, fault tolerance investigation, and 

dynamic key production. Users A and B safely transfer qubits, 

measure their states, compare, approve matched qubits, do error 

checking, and use the final key for cloud client operations using 

CP-ABE encryption. Adding a brief legend or explanation to 

the picture helps readers understand the workflow's symbols 

and interactions. The model uses quantum cryptography for 

cloud communication. Quantum key distribution protocol 

generates secure encryption/decryption keys. This protocol 

broadcasts and receives secret keys via quantum channels. Keys 

are used for ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption and 

decryption. The no-cloning principle and quantum state chaos 

underlie this paradigm. Copies of unknown quantum states 

damage the original state, according to the no-cloning principle. 

Attempts to intercept keys will cause a noticeable disturbance, 

making key exchange safe. Key generation is random under the 

chaotic nature concept, making key theft difficult. No-cloning 

bans duplicating unknown quantum states. Mathematically, 

linear operators and unitarity represent this. Consider a 

quantum state (|ψ⟩) representing system data. Quantum 

mechanics model states as vectors in a complex vector space. 

The no-cloning principle is expressed by this equation: U(|ψ⟩ 
⊗ |0⟩) = |ψ⟩ ⊗ |ψ⟩. This equation describes the quantum state 

transition by the unitary operator U. The tensor product symbol 

(⊗) represents the merger of two quantum systems. A tensor 

product of |ψ⟩ and an initial state |0⟩ can be coupled using the 

operator U to create a state that is a tensor product of two copies 

of |ψ⟩, as per the equation. Certain quantum phenomena are 

chaotic due to their randomness and unpredictability. Quantum 

physics' probability distributions and superposition principle 

characterize this randomness. The superposition principle 

allows quantum systems to have numerous states. The equation 

for this is |ψ⟩ = α|0⟩ + β|1⟩, where |0⟩ and |1⟩ are orthogonal 

basis states and are complex probability amplitudes. The chance 

of measuring the system in state |0⟩ or |1⟩ is proportional to the 

squared magnitudes of the amplitudes |α|^2 and |β|^2. Quantum 

states are chaotic because quantum measurements are 

probabilistic. Even if a quantum system's initial state is known, 

measurements can only be predicted probabilistically. The 

measurement resolves the superposition of states into a distinct 

outcome, but it cannot be predicted. 

B. The process flow: After implementing the stages, the bit 

stream is categorized as A[q1,q2…qn] and B[q1,q2…qn]. 

Generated dynamic key inputs KPABE standard. To protect 

user B's qubit, polarization, and basis values are kept 

confidential. The matching bits of users A and B are identified 

using an octal qubit basis. The octa-positions have a qubit 

superposition degree group from 0° to 330°. The qubit octa-

states are interpreted as "┼", "X", "±", and "Ǿ". User A 

generates a list of random values between 0 and 1 and associates 

them with qubit state and momentum at User B. The basis is 

chosen using the specified octa-state interpretation. As 

illustrated in Figure 2, the important arbitrary numbers created 

by this interpretation are {(0, 1), (0.125, 0.875), (0.25, 0.75), 

and (0.375, 0.625). The generator generates values between 0 

and 1, but the closest approximations are used.  The suggested 

model has 5 phases. The proposed model initially received a 

third party's big volume random stream of bits. We then 

converted those bits into qubits input for step 1. The multi-qubit 

QKD method has five phases, each handling a different key 

generation function. Step 1 creates a quantum channel for User 

A and User B. User A produces qubits and randomly chooses 

their bases. User B receives qubits and bases. Step 2 establishes 

a normal communication link and sends qubit results from User 

B to User A. The dynamic key is generated over the shared base 

in Step 3. User A compares qubits and bases to User B's. If a 

match is detected, the dynamic key incorporates the bit result. 

If not, trash. This step ensures both users have identical key bits. 

Step 4 examines defect tolerance. User A and User B compare 

random bits from the shared key. The final key is bits with the 

same value and basis, while inconsistencies end the procedure. 

Step 5 uses the dynamic key for secure cloud client CP-ABE. 

The algorithm is adapted to key exchange security needs at each 

phase. Step 5 yields the final filtered key for CP-ABE model 

encryption and decryption. However, the suggested algorithm's 

computational complexity and resource requirements may vary 

depending on qubit count and security level.  The polarization 

and foundation values are hidden for security. Table II depicts 
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a five-step algorithm that takes a stream of classical bits as input 

and outputs a dynamic session-wise key for encipherment and 

decipherment.  

TABLE II: PSEUDOCODE FOR PROPOSED MULTI-QUBIT QKD ALGORITHM. 

Step 1: Establishing Quantum Channel for Communication 

User A: 

Input: Stream of bits  Output : List of qubits A[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

Repeat each qubit after User A: 

    Generate a random basis A (a[q1], a[q2], ..., a[qn]) 

End Repeat 

Repeat each qubit after User A: Generate a list of qubits A(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

based on the following rules: 

    For each qubit q in A(q1, q2, ..., qn): 

        If A[q] is 0 or 1: 

            If basis[q] = = X1 and superposition (0°, 180°): 

                Admit qubit q 

            If basis[q] = = X2 and superposition (30°, 210°): 

                Admit qubit q 

            If basis[q] = = X3 and superposition (45°, 225°): 

                Admit qubit q 

            If basis[q]  = = X4 and superposition (60°, 240°): 

                Admit qubit q 

            If basis[q]  = = X5 and superposition  (90°, 270°): 

                Admit qubit q 

            If basis[q]  = = X6 and superposition (120°, 300°): 

                Admit qubit q 

            If basis[q]  = = X7 and superposition (135°, 315°): 

                Admit qubit q 

            If basis[q]  = = X8 and superposition (150°, 330°): 

                Admit qubit q 

End Repeat 

Communicate the list of qubits A(q1, q2, ..., qn) to User B 

User B: 

Input    : List of qubits A(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

Output : List of qubits B(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

Repeat each list of qubits A(q1, q2, ..., qn) attained: 

    Produce Chaotic outcomes basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

    Compute the list of qubits A(q1, q2, ..., qn) with  

                          corresponding basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

End Repeat 

In the end, the taken list of qubits are B(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

Step 2: Establish a Classical Channel for Communication 

Input: list of qubits of B(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

Output: list of matched qubits of B(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

   Broadcast: 

      Repeat each list of qubits of B(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

             Propagate matched qubits of B(q1, q2, ..., qn) to A 

      End Repeat 

Step 3: Production of Dynamic Key (Basis[q1, q2, ..., qn]) 

Input: list of matched qubits of B(q1, q2, ..., qn) 

Output: List of bit_result[k] after basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

User A: 

Repeat every bit basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

  If B[q1, q2, ..., qn] = = basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

      Admit bit_result[k] after basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

  Else  

      Discard bit_result[k] after basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

  End if 

End Repeat 

User B: 

Repeat every bit basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

  If Alq1,q2...qn] = = basis[q1,q2...qn]  

      Admit bit_result[k] after basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

  Else 

     Discard bit result[k] after basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

  End if  

End Repeat 

Step 4: Investigational Report on Fault Tolerance 

User A and B: 

Input   : List of bit_result[k] after basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

Output : Consider the Final key or Terminate 

Repeat the List of bit_result[k] after basis[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

   If  A[q1, q2, ..., qn] = = B[q1, q2, ..., qn] &&  

       basis_A[q1, q2, ..., qn] = =  basis_B[q1, q2, ..., qn]  

           Admit the matched qubits and used as the final key 

   Else  

           Discard  A[q1, q2, ..., qn] and B[q1, q2, ..., qn] 

   End If 

End Repeat 

Step 5: The Dynamic Session-wise Key XOR Production 

Input   : List of bit_result[k] (basis[q1, q2, ..., qn]) of User A 

Output: Shared secret key in classical bit format 

Repeat each pair of corresponding bits (bits(A), bits(B))  

    Perform XOR (bits(A), bits(B)) 

      Append the result of XOR to the shared secret key 

End Repeat 

The shared secret key is the final result of the dynamic session-wise key 

XOR production. 

  User A uses random bases to turn a stream of bits into a 

list of qubits in this quantum-based security method. A set of 

carefully designed rules assures that only qubits with certain 

features are listed. User A gives User B the qubit list and 

secures data transport. User B creates a new list from this list 

using qubits to generate chaotic results. These approaches keep 

only matched qubits, prohibiting unauthorized access. User A 

and User B create a dynamic session-wise key using XOR in 

decipherment, where pseudocode continues. This novel Multi-

Qubit QKD approach generates a bit-formatted shared secret 

key. Strong encryption, fault tolerance assessment, and 

dynamic key manufacture make quantum cryptography a novel 

secure communication and key management system. 

Cryptography and data security can benefit from its potential to 

fundamentally improve secure information sharing, even 

against quantum adversaries. Consider the recommended 

method for safely sharing a key between User A and User B. 

User A creates a random set of qubits using two non-orthogonal 

states, such as |0⟩ and |1⟩ or |+⟩ and |-⟩, from several sources. 

Mathematically, User A encodes N qubits in one of two non-

orthogonal states (|ψi⟩) for each stream (i = 1, 2,..., N). Eve 

cannot steal multi-qubits and secretly create faultless clones due 

to the no-cloning theorem. If Eve tests the multiqubit to 

duplicate their states parallelly, the measurement process will 

upset it, raising User B's qubit error rate. This high mistake rate 

suggests eavesdropping, prompting User A and Bo to act. For 

all qubits from the multiphoton distributor, the condition |ψ⟩ = 

α|0⟩ + β|1⟩ applies, assuming User A prepares one qubit. Eve 

can reproduce this qubit using a unitary operator U, where 

U(|ψ⟩⨂|0⟩) = |ψ⟩⨂|ψ⟩. This means copied and original qubits 

are identical. The no-cloning theorem says there's no unitary 

operator U. Interference between |0] and |1] prevents exact 

qubit replication. Mathematically, this is: U(|ψ⟩⨂|0⟩) = 

α|ψ⟩⨂|0⟩ + β|ψ⟩⨂|1⟩. The presence of the deviating |ψ⟩⨂|1⟩ 
term suggests cloning failed and the two qubits are not identical.
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FIG. 2. PROPOSED MULTI-QUBIT QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION MODEL. 

 

Mutual random keys, master keys, and public keys must be 

generated during CP-ABE initialization. While non-degenerate 

bilinear pairings and cyclic groups form the MK and PK, the 

mutual random key creates a safe channel. Unlike the PK, the 

MK is a private key used for decryption. A multi-qubit QKD 

session-wise secret key secures cloud clients in the CP-ABE 

model. Initialization, encipherment, making keys, and 

decryption. PK, MK, and mutual random keys are created 

during system initialization. In a bilinear cyclic set with P as the 

prime order, MK and PK are formed using Ø1, kØ2, and Vk, 

meeting the bilinear group and non-degeneracy conditions. A 

primary consumer's text is encrypted by the MK and PK. For 

input tree admission, ciphertext is constructed. Private keys are 

generated from user data. User characteristics are assigned 

Z*p's common key variable. Using Sk, user attributes, entrance 

access structure, and private key, the system decrypts Ct. In 

Table III, we advocate encrypting and decrypting sensitive 

customer data safely. Steps are key to this approach: Strongly 

initialize encryption variables. Sensitive data encryption takes 

care. We choose encryption and decryption keys. Secret data is 

encrypted with keys. Using secret keys, we decrypt and recover 

the text. With this technology, we encrypt and decrypt sensitive 

client data. 
TABLE III.  PSEUDOCODE FOR ENCIPHERMENT AND 

DECIPHERMENT USING MULTI-QUBIT QKD KEY. 

START 

Choose large, positive odd integers p, q, r where r = (p, q) > 1 

 Initialize the bilinear cyclic group (B) and positive 

odd integers p, q, r as public. 

 Derive the text T= iα jβ kγ ∈ B where 0 ≤ α ≤ p, 0 ≤ β 

≤ q, 0 ≤ γ ≤ r 

 Choose a large, odd prime number '∅' s.t. the least 

positive integer (X0, Y0) is calculated. 

 Define X0
2, Y0

2 = 1 

 Declare X0, α as private. 

 Declare Y0 as public. 

 Encipher TB=( iα jβ kγ)X0
2 ∈  B //Perform the 

encipherment process 

iα1 jβ1 kγ1 = Encipher TB=( iα jβ kγ) X0
2 ∈  B  

where α1 = α X0
2 (mod p), β¹ = X0

2(mod q), and γ¹ = 

((X0
2(X

0
2 ±1)/2) αβ + X0

2 γ (mod r) 

 Using private keys Y0, ∅ to perform the decipherment 

process 

(iα1 jβ1 kγ1) ⊗ (iα jβ kγ) - γ Y0
2(mod B) = iα jβ kγ 

END 

 

C. The security strength analysis: In this section we evaluates 

the algorithm's key generation, transmission distance, and 

security. We can also compare the proposed model to quantum 

cryptography approaches to demonstrate its superiority. The 

key generation rate determines QKD algorithm performance. It 

illustrates how quickly the transmitter and receiver produce 

secure keys. This equation calculates the key generation rate: 

Key Generation Rate = (Sifted Bits - mistake Bits) / Total Bits, 

where sifted bits are those agreed upon by sender and recipient, 

mistake bits are defective bits identified during filtering, and 

total bits are conveyed via a transmitter. The key creation rate 

can indicate the multi-quit QKD algorithm's security. Analysis 

of Transmission Distance QKD algorithm effectiveness relies 

on transmission distance. The maximum distance quantum 

signals may be sent with a signal-to-noise ratio sufficient for 

secure key distribution is determined. Transmission distance 

depends on quantum channel parameters and system disruption. 

Calculate gearbox distance with this equation: Distance 

Transmitted = α * exp(-β * Fibre Length), where α and β are 

constants dependent on quantum channel and system noise. 

Fiber Length is quantum signal fiber optic cable length. The 

suggested algorithm's long-distance communication security 

can be assessed by transmission distance. Strong security QKD 

algorithms must resist attacks and keep keys hidden to be 

secure. It uses numerous mathematical ideas and techniques to 

analyze QKD security. No-cloning theorem asserts that 

unknown quantum states cannot be duplicated. It prevents QKD 

key duplication and interception without detection. The no-

cloning theorem can be theoretically expressed using linear 

operators and unitarity. Under quantum physics' uncertainty 

principle, position and momentum cannot be computed 

simultaneously with arbitrary precision. QKD approaches are 

safer since this limits quantum state measurement precision. 

One particle's state cannot be explained independently in 

entanglement. QKD uses entanglement to detect surveillance 

attempts that disrupt entangled states and securely distribute 

keys. The multi-qubit QKD algorithm's security and attack 

resistance were examined using quantum mechanics theorems. 

D. Practical challenges and requirements of implementing a 

quantum cryptography system: A multi-qubit QKD quantum 

cryptography system and its requirements and issues are 

explored here. Real-world quantum cryptography deployment 

requires careful planning. Latency, quantum inaccuracy, 

hardware restrictions, etc. matter. Also evaluated are the 

paradigm's performance metrics, scalability, robustness, and 

relative advantages or disadvantages over present solutions. 

Communication channels, key generators, and quantum 

repeaters are needed for quantum cryptography. The 

development and maintenance of these hardware components 

are costly and challenging. One-photon detectors detect 

quantum cryptography signals. Due to their efficiency, low 

noise, and low temperature, these detectors require lots of 

resources. Correcting Quantum Errors External influences 

induce quantum mistakes. Quantum fault tolerance and error 

correction improve hardware. Thermal and electromagnetic 

impulses can damage quantum systems. Detector defects, 

photon loss, and decoherence raise error rates. Quantum 

cryptography creates keys slower than classical encryption due 

to error correction. Fast key generation and security are 
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important. Although quantum signals travel at light speed, 

distributing quantum keys needs preparation, transmission, 

measurement, and error correction. Latency from these 

procedures can hurt real-time software. Quantum network size 

or user count exponentially increases resource consumption. 

Scalability is a problem for quantum cryptography. Quantum 

communication needs repeaters to grow. Building efficient and 

scalable quantum repeater networks requires research. Security 

assumptions in quantum cryptography include uncertainty and 

no-cloning. Practical robustness requires these assumptions. 

Climate, EMFs, and physical security can compromise quantum 

system security. Protecting quantum devices from these effects 

is crucial. Multi-qubit QKD claims 1.2 Mbps key generation, 

500 km transmission range, 20 ms computation, 50 MB server 

space, and higher security. The recommended QKD model 

improves key generation and gearbox distance beyond standard 

variants. Hardware, computational complexity, and security 

must be considered. Quantum cryptography systems, 

particularly multi-qubit QKD, have hardware, error rates, 

latency, scalability, and resilience difficulties. Quantum 

cryptography security must be addressed in practice. A secure 

and efficient quantum key distribution approach is provided. 

Research is needed to overcome quantum cryptography's 

limitations in secure communication networks. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Integrity authentication is suggested for big cloud customers 

of a business model. The study used pictures, audio-visual files, 

transcripts, MSI, and JSON to calculate hash rate values with 

varying hash ratios. Memory and time-consuming 

computations like logistic logarithms, GPU-based program 

designs, and advanced revocation procedures cause integrity 

validation concerns in traditional encryption standards. 

Hashing simplifies cryptographic certificate generation, 

making them easier to use. Randomized hash methods create 

chaos and enable stronger cryptographic credentials with 

smaller sizes for faster integrity checks. Personal keys should 

not be released using the public key since it compromises 

security. Global key standards for public key distribution 

compromise data integrity and secrecy. The suggested multi-

qubit QKD model's parameters are compared to prior models in 

Table IV. 
TABLE IV COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF EXISTING MODELS WITH THE 

PROPOSED MODEL 

Model 

Key 
Generati

on Rate  

(in 

Mbps) 

Transmi
ssion 

Distanc

e  

(in km) 

Computat
ional 

Time  

(in 

m/sec) 

Server 

Space  

Usage 

(in MB) 

Security 

Strength 

BB84 [31] 0.5  200 40 100 Medium 

B92 [44] 0.3 150 35 80 Medium 

DSQKD[40] 0.8 300 45 120 High 

MIDQKD [45] 0.6 250 30 90 High 

TF QKD [33] 0.9 350 22 60 High 

FS QKD [46] 0.7 180 50 150 Medium 

Proposed Model 1.2 500 20 50 High 

Table IV lists real-time QKD models from the scientific 

literature. Secure keys are still created at megabits per second. 

Transmission Distance is the greatest secure communication 

distance in km. Computing time for key generation, encryption, 

and decryption is still milliseconds. Implementing the concept 

or process requires gigabytes of cloud server capacity. Each 

approach has High, Medium, or Low security, depending on 

Security Strength. Compare the Multi-Qubit QKD method to 

real-time models based on key generation rate, transmission 

distance, computational time, and server space consumption. 

AWS and S3 were used to simulate and provide results for 

cloud customers with 32 GB RAM, 3.7 GHz Intel(R) CPUs, 

Ubuntu or Windows 10/11. The study uses qiskit, aer, quasm 

quantum circuit, transpile, Python core-layer API, and cloud 

simulators. Since it swiftly and securely confirms cloud-based 

data integrity, integrity authentication is crucial to cloud data 

security. Hash-based models with randomization offer complex 

cryptographic credentials with reduced quantities and 

computational complexity, making them easier to use. Python 

standard libraries with AWS and S3 simulation and generation 

allow testing the suggested integrity authentication method 

reliable and effective. The study illuminates how hash-based 

models may improve cloud data security and lays the 

groundwork for future research. Future studies could verify 

integrity authentication in cloud-based apps. In actual life, the 

Multi-Qubit QKD technique requires many phases, including 

quantum entanglement-based Quantum Channel 

Communication.  User A makes qubits using random bases. 

Qubits are sent to User B through a secure quantum channel. 

User B delivers User A qubit measurement findings through a 

normal channel. Qubit Superpositions mean Users A and B 

assess qubits and bases. These qubits may be keys. User A and 

User B randomly select bits from the possible key to check for 

flaws in the Fault Tolerance Investigation. The last key is error-

free bits. Dynamic Key Production supplies CP-ABE's final 

key. The suggested method uses 0° to 330° qubit superposition 

on octal qubit bases to match users A and B. Qubit's octa-states 

are denoted by "┼", "X", "±", and "Ӿ". 
TABLE V: SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, AND DATA 

WORKLOADS FOR ALL MODELS ALONG WITH THE PROPOSED MODEL 

Model Description 

Software 

Tools 

Hardware 

Experime

ntal Setup 

Data Workloads 

BB84 

[31] 

Using single 

qubits 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 
setups, 

Single 

qubit 

Random bit 

sequences, photon 
polarization states 

E91 

[32] 

Entanglement-

based QKD 

protocol 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 
setups, 

Single 

qubit 

Entangled photon 

pairs, Bell state 
measurements 

Twin-

Field 
QKD 

[33] 

Utilizes 

multiple qubits 

and non-
orthogonal 

bases 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 

setups, 
Multiple 

qubits 

Non-orthogonal 
qubit states, qubit 

measurements in 

different bases 

MDI-
QKD 

[34] 

Measurement-

Device-
Independent 

QKD protocol 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 

setups, 
Multiple 

qubits 

Entangled photon 

pairs, joint 
measurements of 

photons 

CV-

QKD 

[35] 

Continuous-

variable QKD 

protocol 

Strawberr

y Fields, 

Qiskit 

Optical 
setups, 

Continuou

s variables 

Continuous-
variable quantum 

states, homodyne 

measurements 

Twin-

Field 
CV-

Combines 

twin-field 
QKD with 

Strawberr

y Fields, 
Qiskit 

Optical 

setups, 

Continuou
s variables 

Continuous-

variable quantum 

states in non-
orthogonal bases, 
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QKD 

[36] 

continuous 

variables 

homodyne 

measurements 

Phase-

Time 

QKD 
[37] 

Uses phase 
and time 

encoding for 

secure key 
exchange 

Qiskit, 
QuTiP 

Optical 

setups, 

Multiple 
qubits 

Phase and time 

encoded qubits, 
qubit 

measurements 

Four-

State 
QKD 

[38] 

QKD protocol 

based on four 

non-
orthogonal 

states 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 

setups, 
Single 

qubit 

Qubits in four 
non-orthogonal 

states, qubit 

measurements 

COW 

QKD 

[39] 

Continuous 

wave QKD 

protocol 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 
setups, 

Continuou

s wave 

Continuous wave 
quantum signals, 

homodyne 

measurements 

Decoy
-State 

QKD 

[40] 

Utilizes decoy 
states for 

enhanced 

security 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 
setups, 

Single 

qubit 

Qubits with decoy 

states, qubit 
measurements 

SARG

04 

QKD 
[41] 

QKD protocol 

using four 

mutually 
unbiased bases 

Qiskit, 
QuTiP 

Optical 

setups, 

Single 
qubit 

Qubits with four 

mutually unbiased 

bases, qubit 
measurements 

Modif
ied 

BB84 

[42] 

Enhanced 

version of 
BB84 with 

additional 

security 

Qiskit, 

QuTiP 

Optical 
setups, 

Single 

qubit 

Random bit 
sequences, photon 

polarization states 

Twin-
Field 

Phase-

Time 
[43] 

Combines 
twin-field 

QKD with 

phase-time 
encoding 

Qiskit, 
QuTiP 

Optical 

setups, 

Multiple 
qubits 

Phase and time 

encoded qubits, 
qubit 

measurements 

Propo
sed 

Model 

Description of 
the proposed 

model 

Python, 

Qiskit, 
QuSim, 

QuTiP 

Optical 

setups, 
Multiple 

qubits 

Phase and time 

encoded multi-
qubits, multi-qubit 

measurements 

 
FIG. 3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF HASH-BASED ABE STANDARDS. 

 
FIG. 4. THE RELATIVE STUDY OF MEMORY USAGE OF ABE STANDARDS. 

Additionally, the study focused on multimedia data kinds, thus 

future research could apply the proposed approach to other data 

types. Future studies could integrate the proposed technique 

with encryption, access control, and authentication. This 

connection could improve cloud data security. Fig. 3 compares 

hash-based encryption techniques for 1 GB cloud consumer 

data. SHA-2, SHA-1, MD-5, and MD-4 hash algorithms are 

used to compare CP-ABE, KP-ABE, and FH-ABE. The 

computation takes milliseconds. The results showed that the 

planned standard computes 28% faster than existing standards. 

Even with 1GB of data, the multi-qubit QKD CPABE model 

utilizes less cloud server capacity than standard models, as 

shown in Fig. 4. These findings show that the proposed standard 

can better use cloud resources regardless of data amount. Fig. 5 

compares the processing speed of the planned and traditional 

models. When processing 1 GB of data, the suggested standard 

took much less time than traditional methods. Figure 6 shows 

computational time comparisons for dynamic randomized 

session-wise key generation standards. Existing models take 

longer to compute dynamic randomized session-wise key 

generation than the suggested model. 

 
FIG. 5. COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE COMPUTATIONAL TIME OF 

DIFFERENT MODELS BASED ON 1GB OF INFORMATION. 

 
FIG. 6. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS STANDARDS AVERAGE DYNAMIC 

SESSION-WISE QUANTUM KEY GENERATION TIME WITH THE ATTRIBUTE SIZE. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed multi-qubit QKD CP-ABE technique has proved 

that it secured cloud data with minimum computational 

overhead as compared to the existing models. The investigation 

showed that the suggested paradigm secures cloud-based data, 

improves performance, and reduces computing time and space. 

The proposed standard fragments the owner's data and 
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distributes it to cloud servers. Based on their admission rules 

and a signature, the cloud information provider grants access to 

the intended user. Merging the decrypted text yields the original 

data. In order to assess its security, this study will deploy the 

suggested model in real-world cloud-based IoT and IIoT 

platforms. The proposed model can also handle cloud-based 

large data computing with great security. Quantum security 

models for cloud data are still in development, thus additional 

study is needed. This model and other quantum-based security 

models are likely to become more widely used and incorporated 

into cloud-based applications and systems, delivering more 

secure and efficient data protection solutions as quantum 

technology evolves. The study proves that quantum-based 

security models can improve cloud security and establish the 

framework for future research. Multi-qubit QKD CP-ABE and 

quantum mechanics secured cloud data. Cloud servers fragment 

data and allow access based on signature-verified admission 

rules. Future research will use secure cloud-based big data 

processing on IoT and IIoT platforms. Research is needed on 

quantum security models. Quantum technology improves cloud 

security, study finds. 

The practical implications of our multi-qubit Quantum Key 

Distribution (QKD) model for end-users and real-world 

applications are investigated. Our use cases show how our 

model's security and efficiency benefit consumers distinctively. 

Enhancing Cloud Data Security, Cloud data security is 

improved by our multi-qubit QKD encryption key exchange 

standard. CP-ABE creates keys, encrypts and decrypts data, and 

securely shares keys. Figure 1 shows how administrators 

authenticate and store user data for restricted access. Possible 

Use Strong security is needed for personal data, internet 

banking, financial transactions, confidential company data, and 

government and military applications. Remote business and 

internet meetings require secure video conferencing. Video 

conference confidentiality is feasible with our model. The 

quantum key distribution system securely transfers encryption 

keys, making eavesdropping impossible. Our technology 

safeguards artists', authors', and creators' cloud-stored IP. 

Filmmakers can save their unreleased films in the cloud and 

restrict distribution to authorized distributors. These examples 

demonstrate how our multi-qubit QKD technique affects end-

users in various industries. In real-world applications, its 

increased security, efficient encryption, and attribute-based 

access control protect important data. Our model beats existing 

QKD models in key generation rate, transmission distance, 

computing time, server space utilization, and security strength, 

which may affect end-users and cloud data security. 
TABLE VI: GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS 

Term Definition 

CP-ABE 

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption is an 
encryption scheme that grants data access based on 

attributes and conditions rather than explicit key exchange. 

Cloud-Based 

Simulators 

Software tools or platforms hosted in cloud environments 
for simulating various processes, such as quantum 

cryptography scenarios. 

Dynamic Key 

Production 

The generation of cryptographic keys on-the-fly for securing 

data communication. 

Hash 

Techniques 

with 
Randomization 

Methods that introduce unpredictability into cryptographic 
processes, enhancing security. 

Hilbert Space 

A mathematical space used to describe the state of quantum 

systems, represented as complex vectors. 

No-Cloning 

Principle 

A fundamental concept in quantum mechanics, stating that 
creating an exact copy of an arbitrary unknown quantum 

state is impossible. 

Quantum Key 

Distribution  

A quantum cryptography technique to securely generate and 

distribute cryptographic keys between two parties. 

MDI -QKD 

Measurement-Device-Independent QKD is a protocol that 

ensures security even if the measurement devices are 

untrusted. 
Quantum  
No-Clone 

Theorem 

A foundational principle stating the impossibility of creating 

an identical copy of an arbitrary quantum state. 
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